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TQFT
n-category (of some sort)

Moore-Seiberg data
modular ribbon category

Frobenius algebroid
etc.

restrict to local part

reconstruction from local part
(e.g. colimit)

What kind of TQFT?
  • fully extended / not fully extended
  • (n+1)-dimensional / (n+ε)-dimensional
  • oriented / unoriented / Spin / Pin / framed / 
       over some space
  • enriched in chain complexes (or some other ∞-category) /
       enriched in Vect



So our input is an n-category with lots of duality in 
dimensions 0 through n, but no assumptions in 
dimension n+1

• in the n=1 oriented case, a plain, associative algebra or 
algebroid (rather than a Frobenius algebroid)
• in the n=1 unoriented case, a *-algebra or *-algebroid
• in the n=2 oriented case, a strict pivotal 2-category



Main question: how big is the ε in an 
(n+ε)-dimensional TQFT?



• Note that this works for any algebra, not just a Frobenius algebra.  
• Again we have families of certain (n+1)-dimensional objects acting on chain 
complexes associated n-dimensional objects
• Can we fit this into our framework and find a generalization for any n?





n-categories (very briefly)

Examples



The blob complex Warning: boundary conditions and direct 
sums are suppressed from the notation

The blob complex is sort of determined 
by this requirement











blob diagram tree polyhedron blob diagram tree polyhedron











Surgery cylinder operad
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We can think of a surgery cylinder as a zero height or infinitesimally thin (n+1)-manifold



Sketch of proof:



Little (n+1)-balls operad



n=1 case



Familiar parts of the n=1 SC operad





But unfortunately, all the homology 
comes from genus zero

Less familiar parts of the n=1 SC operad



Next consider the case where A is a *-algebra; we can use nonorientable surfaces



Sample 1-cycle in X



n=2 Examples




